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H a w a i ‘ i  /  B o t a n y

Hawaiian Plant Life
Vegetation and Flora

robert j. gustafson, derraL r. Herbst,  

and PHiLiP w. rundeL

There is no more endangered flora in the world today 
than that of the Hawaiian Islands. Striking species 
such as the silverswords and the remarkable lobeliads 
represent unique stories of adaptive radiation that 
make the  Hawaiian Islands a living laboratory for evo-
lution.  Public appreciation for the value of Hawaiian 
 biodiversity requires outreach and education that will 
determine the future conservation of this rich heritage. 
This book will help fill that need.  

Hawaiian Plant Life: Vegetation and Flora describes 
the landforms and vegetation of the Hawaiian Islands, 
the evolution of  Hawaiian flora, and the conservation 
of Hawaiian species. Lavishly illustrated with nearly 
900 color photographs showing almost two-thirds 
of native Hawaiian plant species, and with concise 
description of each genus and species illustrated, this 
beautiful book is an indispensable resource for anyone 
with an interest in the natural history of the Hawaiian 
Islands and their flora.

robert j. gustafson  retired as the Plant Collections 
 Manager at the Los Angeles County Museum of Natural 
History.

derraL r. Herbst  has worked as a botanist for the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
neers, the National Tropical Botanical Garden, and the 
University of Hawai‘i.

PHiLiP w. rundeL  is distinguished professor of Ecology 
and Evolutionary Biology at the University of California 
Los Angeles (UCLA) and the Director of the Mildred E. 
Mathias Botanical Garden at UCLA.

november 2014 

336 pages, 870 color illustrations, 8 x 11

Cloth 978-0-8248-3710-5, $65.00
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H a w a i ‘ i  /  G a r d e n i n G

the watersmart garden
100 Great Plants for the Tropical Xeriscape

fred d. raucH and PauL r. weissicH

“This colorful book demonstrates that a 

 water-thrifty yard doesn’t have to be a parched 

landscape.” —Maui Nō Ka ‘Oi Magazine

In this volume, xeriscape principles are carefully 
 explained and made easy to incorporate in your 
garden. Plants are organized by size and by water usage, 
while thoughtful plant notes will guide the interested 
gardener in planning for everything from the beach 
garden to a lei maker’s paradise. 

Two of Hawai‘i’s foremost horticulturalists, Fred D. 
Rauch and Paul R. Weissich, have chosen 100 plants 
perfect for inclusion in Hawai‘i’s watersmart xeriscape 
gardens. These carefully chosen plants, all readily 
available and fairly simple to maintain, are described 
and illustrated in this guide to planning a water-saving 
garden for the tropical climate.

The Watersmart Garden will help you to select and 
group plants to create a beautiful garden while saving 
our most precious resource—water. Xeriscape princi-
ples are carefully explained and made easy to incorpo-
rate in your garden. Plants are organized by size and by 
water usage, while thoughtful plant notes will guide the 
interested gardener in planning for everything from 
the beach garden to a lei maker’s paradise. The book is 
beautifully illustrated with photographs of each plant 
in situ and with flowers or  foliage in close-up.

fred d. raucH is emeritus professor of horticulture at the 
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa.

PauL r. weissicH is a licensed landscape architect and 
author whose familiarity with tropical landscape species 
has resulted in numerous consultant assignments.

2013 

256 pages, 224 illustrations, 8 x 9

Paper 978-0-8248-3896-6, $24.99

A Latitude 20 Book

also by the authors…

Plants for Tropical 
 Landscapes
A Gardener’s Guide

“A gold mine in the desert of books for 
Hawai‘i’s gardeners and landscapers. 
And all for a price that won’t break 
most budgets. . . . I am very happy with 
this book. I have only had it for a few 
weeks, but I have already referred to it 
many times to get information about a 
plant I already know or to help me fig-
ure out a plant I just discovered. When 
you go out and get a copy for yourself, 
buy one for a gardening friend and 
share the wealth.”  
—Hawai‘i Horticulture Magazine

2000, 232 pages, color illustrations 
Cloth 978-0-8248-2034-3, $41.99 

Not for sale in Southeast Asia
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H a w a i ‘ i  /  G a r d e n i n G

the small food garden
Growing Organic Fruit  

and Vegetables at Home

diana antHony

No matter what size your outdoor space, you can 
plant, grow, and harvest fresh organic produce using 
the information in this  book by an Australian garden 
columnist. Included are vegetables, herbs, and fruit, 
with tips on planting, growing, and caring for each 
plant. Investigate the options: look at containers, 
grow bags, raised beds, and window boxes. Create a 
water-efficient, organic edible garden by discovering 
what to plant where and how to provide water and 
nutrients to ensure you grow healthy, productive fruit 
and vegetables.

Small Food garden includes information on:
•	 Planting,	growing,	harvesting,	and	enjoying	your	

own edible garden.
•	 Best	varieties	of	vegetables,	herbs,	and	fruit	for	

planting in small spaces.
•	 Color	photographs	of	every	featured	food	plant.
•	 Creating	a	water-efficient,	organic	edible	garden.

diana antHony  is an early convert to organic  principles 
in the garden. Her six previous books (including The 
 Ornamental Edible Garden) and regular gardening columns 
promote sustainable practices. She lives in  Melbourne, 
Australia.

2012

112 pages, color illustrations, 8 x 10 

Paper 978-0-8248-3731-0, $19.99

Published in association with David Bateman Ltd.

for sale in north america only

also by diana anthony…

The Ornamental Edible 
Garden

with photographs by Gil Hanley

“You can read this book with interest 
and enjoyment, but use it to make your 
mini-Versailles dreams come true.”  
—Honolulu Weekly

This beautifully illustrated book gives 
practical information on everything 
you need to know to design and plant 
an ornamental edible garden.

2012, 144 pp., 8 x 10, color illus. 

Paper 978-0-8248-3672-6, $24.99 (A)  
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H a w a i ‘ i  /  C H i l d r e n

Hawai‘i’s animals  
do the most amazing things!
marion coste  

iLLustrated by rena ekmanis 

Hawai‘i is like no other place on earth. Raised above 
the sea by volcanic action, the islands are home to a 
fascinating array of animals, many of which are found 
nowhere else in the world.

Because the Hawaiian islands are so isolated—more 
than 2,000 miles from any large land mass—many of 
its native animals have developed unusual adaptations 
that help them survive.  Hawai‘i has whales that sing, 
dolphins that spin through the air, bats that turn som-
ersaults as they feed, shrimp that climb waterfalls, killer 
caterpillars, and a tiny blood-sucking bug that survives 
on the summit of Mauna Kea.

Hawai‘i’s habitats are fragile, however, and many 
of its native species are in danger of becoming extinct. 
Humans are the most dangerous threats to these 
threatened animals. Habitat destruction, pollution, de-
velopment, and introduced species have all contributed 
to the loss or diminishment of Hawai‘i’s native species.

Hawai‘i is the extinction capital of the United 
States. Only through education and thoughtful 
conservation can we prevent the disappearance of any 
more of Hawai‘i’s unique animals. The first step is to 
learn about these animals and begin to appreciate their 
special characteristics.

marion coste  has been involved in the field of education 
for more than 40 years as an elementary school teacher, 
college instructor, teacher trainer, and museum director. 

rena ekmanis  is a natural science illustrator and fine 
artist dedicated to conservation, environmental awareness, 
and environmental education through art.

november 2014

48 pages, 8.5 x 11

Cloth 978-0-8248-3962-8, $14.99

A Latitude 20 Book

also by the author…

The Hawaiian Bat
‘Ōpe‘ape‘a

Ka Palapala Po‘okela Award  
for Excellence in Children’s Books, 
2005, HOnOrABLE MEnTiOn

2005, 40 pages, 25 color illustrations 

Cloth 978-0-8248-2797-7, $14.99 

A Latitude 20 Book

Kōlea 
The Story of the Pacific Golden Plover

Ka Palapala Po‘okela Award  
for Excellence in Children’s Books,  
1999, WinnEr

1998, 32 pages 

Cloth 978-0-8248-1961-3, $14.99 

A Kolowalu Book
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H a w a i ‘ i  /  C o o k B o o k

ocean to Plate
Cooking Fish with  

Hawai‘i’s Kusuma Cooray

kusuma cooray

“Chef Kusuma Cooray has written a book 

that will banish the timid home cook’s fear of 

seafood. In a warm and welcoming tone, she 

introduces recipes that take the reader conti-

nents away, but never outside their cooking 

comfort zone. The diagrams of fish anatomy, 

the introductory material, and glossaries alone 

are worth the price of the book. This is a feast 

for all who want to add more fish to their 

home menus but aren’t sure how.”

—wanda a. adams, writer, cookbook author, 

and editor of the award-winning seafood 

guide, A Splash of Aloha

Even skilled cooks can be intimidated by the thought 
of preparing fresh fish recipes. From understanding 
how to buy the freshest and tastiest fish to choosing the 
right recipe to showcase your purchase, Chef Cooray 
takes the reader carefully through the rewarding 
 process—all the way from Ocean to Plate. With more 
than 200 recipes including everything from appetizers 
to main dishes, and featuring cooking methods from 
simple baking to curing and smoking, Chef Cooray 
shows how to prepare the many species available fresh-
ly caught from Hawai‘i and Pacific waters, and provides 
substitution guidelines if those are difficult to obtain.

kusuma cooray is professor at the Culinary Institute of 
the Pacific, University of Hawai‘i. She serves as honorary 
consul for the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka 
in Hawai‘i and the Pacific.

november  2014  

368 pages, 70 illustrations, 60 in color, 7x10

Paper 978-0-8248-3890-4, $29.99

A Latitude 20 Book

Bigeye Tuna Steaks with  
Pearl Onions and Cashews (‘Ahi)

yield 4 servings

24 small white pearl onions, boiled 

Salt

4 tuna steaks, about 5 ounces (142 g) each 

2 tablespoons (30 ml) olive oil

1 teaspoon (5 ml) ground coriander 

1 teaspoon (5 ml) sugar

1 teaspoon (5 ml) ground cumin 

½ cup (125 ml) white wine

1 teaspoon (5 ml) ground cinnamon 

½ cup (60 g) unsalted roasted cashew halves

1 teaspoon (5 ml) cracked black pepper 

1 tablespoon (15 ml) chopped parsley

Directions 

Peel the onions and place aside. Season fish 

with spices and salt to taste. Heat olive oil 

in a skillet and sear fish on high heat about 

3 minutes on each side. Remove fish from 

the skillet onto a plate and keep warm. Add 

onions, sugar, wine, and cashews to the skillet, 

stirring constantly cook on low heat to a glaze. 

Place fish back in the skillet and simmer for 1 

minute. Strew parsley over and serve hot.
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H a w a i ‘ i  /  a r t  /  C u l t u r e

‘ike ulana Lau Hala
The Vitality and Vibrancy of Lau Hala  

Weaving Traditions in Hawai‘i

Lia o’neiLL keawe, marsHa macdoweLL,  

and c. kurt dewHurst

The third volume in the Hawai‘inuiākea series, ‘Ike 
Ulana Lau Hala celebrates the Hawaiian tradition of 
weaving, by hand, of dried Pandanus tectorius leaves. 
This text considers the hala leaf through several, very 
different lenses: an analysis of lau hala items in historic 
photographs from the Bishop Museum collections, the 
ecological history on hala and the serious challenges to 
its survival in Hawai‘i and the Pacific, perspectives—in 
Hawaiian—of a native speaker from Ni‘ihau on master 
weavers and the relationship between teacher and 
 learner,  a review—also in Hawaiian—of  references to 
lau hala in poetical sayings and idioms, a survey of lau 
hala in Hawaiian cultural heritage and the documenta-
tion project underway to share the art with a broader au-
dience, and a conversation with a master artisan known 
for his distinct and intricate construction of the lei hala.  

Lia o’neiLL moanike‘aLa aH-Lau keawe is an  assistant 
professor at Kamakakūokalani Center for Hawaiian  Studies 
at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa.  

marsHa L. macdoweLL  is professor of art and art history 
at Michigan State University.

c. kurt dewHurst is professor of English at Michigan 
State University. 

Hawai‘inuiākea, No. 3

october 2014  

152 pages, 7x10

Paper 978-0-8248-4093-8, $16.00s

Published in association with the 

 Hawai‘inuiākea School of Hawaiian 

 Knowledge at the University of  

Hawai‘i at Mānoa

The Hawai‘inuiākea series is the first publishing project under  

the  Hawai‘inuiākea publishing initiative.

The peer-reviewed series, co-published with University of Hawai‘i Press, is 
intended to be a venue for scholars, leaders, and practitioners in the Hawaiian 
community. Each publication is a stand-alone book featuring a guest editor 
and a thematic topic. Authors are selected by the guest editor and editorial 
team and write about issues, queries, and strategies from diverse fields such 
as economics, education, family resources, government, health, history, land 
and natural resource management, psychology, religion, and sociology. Articles 
are in  Hawaiian or English and include mele, art, and graphics. Each book also 
includes a current viewpoint contribution by a postgraduate student and a 
reflection piece contributed by a kupuna.

manoa.hawaii.edu/hshk

also from hawai‘inuiākea…

i Ulu i Ke Kumu
Hawai‘inuiākea, No. 1

Edited by Puakea Nogelmeier

2011s, 104 pages, 12 illustrations
Paper 978-0-9845666-0-0, $16.00s

i Ulu i Ka ‘Āina
Hawai‘inuiākea, No. 2

Edited by Jonathan K. Osorio

2013s, 128 pages, 12 illustrations, 2 
maps
Paper 978-0-8248-3977-2, $16.00s
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H a w a i ‘ i  /  S p o r t S

wahine volleyball
40 Years Coaching Hawaii’s Team

dave sHoji witH ann miLLer

Dave Shoji, legendary coach for the University of 
Hawai‘i women’s volleyball program, looks back at 
four decades of coaching to tell his story along with 
that of the Rainbow Wahine, four-time national 
champions and consistently among the top-ranked 
teams in college sports. With the assistance of 
longtime beat writer Ann Miller, Shoji provides an 
exclusive look at the state’s perennially successful 
athletic team. His memoir traces the history and 
rise of the program—from 1975, when he was hired 
as a part-time coach by women’s athletic director 
Donnis Thompson and matches were held in the 
“sweatbox” of Klum Gym; through the late 1970s 
and the 1980s, which saw the start of the Booster 
Club and excitement of playing in front of sell-out 
crowds at Honolulu’s Blaisdell Arena; into the 1990s 
with the team’s move to its current home at the Stan 
Sheriff Center, attracting the sport’s largest and most 
devoted following; to the landmark 2013 season 
when Shoji became the winningest coach in NCAA 
history and on his way to a fortieth year with the 
Rainbow Wahine program.

Interviews with memorable players, family, and 
assistant and rival coaches, together with over 100 
action photos—plus twenty more in a color insert—
bring back both thrilling and poignant memories of 
the greatest moments of Rainbow Wahine volley-
ball. The comprehensive yearly statistics, full player 
rosters, and handy index make the book a needed 
reference for trivia buffs. 

dave sHoji has coached the University of Hawai‘i 
 Rainbow Wahine women’s volleyball team since 1975. 

ann miLLer  recently retired after thirty-four years as a 
sports reporter for the Honolulu Star-Advertiser.

november 2014

240 pages, 8 x 9

Cloth 978-0-8248-5141-5, $45.00 

Paper 978-0-8248-5142-2, $19.99

A Latitude 20 Book
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H a w a i ‘ i  /  p a C i f i C  /  o C e a n

call me captain
A Memoir of a Woman at Sea

susan scott

“Whether or not you have ever set foot upon 

a sailboat, you’ll find yourself rooting for Scott 

at every turn, smiling at her every revelation. 

This is storytelling at its finest.”

—mark Panek, award-winning author of 

 Hawai‘i: A Novel and Big Happiness: The Life 

and Death of a Modern Hawaiian Warrior

Writer and marine biologist Susan Scott had an 
 enviable existence—a home in Hawai‘i, a prized  37-foot 
sailboat, and exciting international  adventures, all 
shared with her physician husband Craig in a marriage 
so intimate they called it the “Twinship.” Yet, when her 
menopausal hormones raged and Craig grew preoccu-
pied with Ironman triathlon training, this perfect life 
ended. Once blessed with well-being, love, humor, and 
sharing, the Twinship exploded with fights, silence, 
accusations, and failed counseling. 

Call Me Captain follows Susan as she leaves 
 everything behind—or tries to—and sails to 
 spectacular but isolated Palmyra Atoll to work as a 
volunteer biologist. While there, Susan helps rescue 
baby sea turtles, bands seabirds, and corrals ten-pound 
coconut crabs that look like Godzillas with knife-blade 
claws. She determinedly repairs her sailboat, skippers 
it through terrifying storms, and to her surprise, 
finds she and Craig are falling in love all over again. 
This time the two rediscover one another via satellite 
phone—Susan calling from her tiny floating speck in 
the middle of the Pacific Ocean to Craig in his hospital 
emergency room on Oahu.

susan scott  writes a weekly column called “Ocean 
Watch” for the  Honolulu Star-Advertiser.

october 2014 

336 pages, 6.125 x 9.25

Paper 978-0-8248-3981-9, $19.99

A Latitude 20 Book

of related interest…

Exploring Hanauma Bay
Revised and Expanded

“[This volume] is essential for your trip 
to Oahu’s most famous destination for 
 tropical marine life.”  
—Oahu Gold Magazine

2013, 144 pages
Paper  978-0-8248-3748-8, $16.99s
A Latitude 20 Book
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H a w a i ‘ i  /  H i S t o r y  /  l a n G u a G e

north shore Place names
Kahuku to Ka‘ena

joHn r. k. cLark

In North Shore Place Names: Kahuku to Ka‘ena, ocean 
expert John Clark continues his fascinating look at 
Hawai‘i’s past as told through the stories hidden in 
its place names. This time the author takes the reader 
on a historical tour of the North Shore of O‘ahu, from 
 Kahuku (the north point of the island) to Ka‘ena (the 
west point of the island), and uncovers the everyday 
lives of the residents, especially prior to the plantation 
era. Similar to his 2011 book, Hawaiian Surfing, to 
research this book Clark tapped into the Ho‘olaupa‘i 
online database (www.nupepa.org): a vast archive 
of 125,000 pages of Hawaiian-language newspapers 
published from 1834 to 1948. The author collected 
an enormous number of references to specific North 
Shore locations and presents them in an easy-to-use 
 dictionary-style format, which includes original 
passages in Hawaiian with English translations by Keao 
NeSmith.  

An invaluable resource for anyone interested in 
 Hawai‘i history and the Hawaiian language, North 
Shore Place Names brings to life the names, places, and 
events of the historic North Shore community. 

joHn r. k. cLark , a former lifeguard and retired deputy 
fire chief of the Honolulu Fire Department, is the au-
thor of numerous books on Hawai‘i’s beaches and ocean 
lore published by University of  Hawai‘i Press: Hawaiian 
Surfing: Traditions from the Past; Hawai‘i Place Names: 
Shores, Beaches, and Surf Sites; Guardian of the Sea: Jizo 
in  Hawai‘i; Beaches of O‘ahu (Revised Edition); Hawai‘i’s 
Best Beaches; Beaches of Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau; The Beaches of 
Maui County; and Beaches of the Big Island.

december 2014 

432 pages, 17 illustrations, 6 x 9

Paper 978-0-8248-3930-7, $25.00s

also by john clark…

Hawaiian Surfing
Traditions from the Past

“Meticulously researched and com-
piled,  Hawaiian Surfing is a treasure of 
 Hawaiian primary resources detailing 
the tradition of surfing in Hawai‘i.” 
—Hawai‘i Book Blog

2011, 512 pages, 17 illustrations 
Paper 978-0-8248-3414-2, $24.00s
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H a w a i ‘ i  /  H i k i n G

the Hikers guide to o‘ahu
Updated and Expanded 

stuart m. baLL, jr.

Experienced and novice hikers alike will benefit from 
the information in this updated and expanded edition 
of the bestselling The Hikers Guide to O‘ahu. Stuart Ball, 
hike coordinator for the Hawaiian Trail and Mountain 
Club, describes in detail 52 trails that will take you to 
O‘ahu’s lush valleys, cascading waterfalls, windswept 
ridges, and remote seacoasts. Although 8 trails from 
the previous edition are no longer open to the public, 
10 new hikes have been added. Included for each hike 
are an overview map, directions for reaching the trail-
head, a detailed route description, and information 
on the length of the hike, degree of difficulty, and trail 
conditions. 

For GPS users, UTM coordinates have been 
added for the midpoint or endpoint of each route. 
An expanded notes section will help readers identify 
geological features, historical points of interest, and 
commonly encountered plants and birds along the 
trail. The full-color insert of 22 photos will inspire 
hikers to explore different trails. 

stuart m. baLL, jr.  is a hike coordinator for the 
 Hawaiian Trail and Mountain Club and has been hiking in 
Hawai‘i for more than thirty years.

2013 

416 pages, 22 color illustrations, 58 maps, 

5.5 x 8.5 

Paper 978-0-8248-3899-7, $21.99

A Latitude 20 Book

also of interest…

restoring Paradise
Rethinking and Rebuilding Nature in Hawai‘i

robert j. cabin

“The book as a whole is a dynamic exploration of conservation efforts in native habitats.” 
—publishers weekly

Three quarters of the U.S.’s bird and plant extinctions have occurred in Hawai‘i, and one 
third of the country’s threatened and endangered birds and plants reside within the state. 
Yet despite these alarming statistics, all is not lost: There are still 12,000 extant species 
unique to the archipelago and new species are discovered every year. 

2013, 272 pages, 43 illus., 13 in color, 2 maps, 5.5 x 8.5, Paper 978-0-8248-3693-1, $24.99,  

A Latitude 20 Book
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H a w a i ‘ i  /  H i S t o r y

secrets of diamond Head
A History and Trail Guide

denby fawcett

Many people know about Hawai‘i’s volcanic crater, 
 Diamond Head, but very few are aware of the crater’s 
colorful past. After Diamond Head burst from the 
shore of O‘ahu in a series of steam explosions, the 
crater sat silent for hundreds of thousands of years, 
before becoming a backdrop to some of the most 
famous moments in Hawai‘i’s history. Author Denby 
Fawcett’s definitive book breathes life into the iconic 
but silent landmark, which some geologists consider 
the most perfect example of a volcanic tuff cone in the 
world.  Secrets of Diamond Head traces the life of the 
crater from its birth to its use by hikers and the military 
today.

The book includes a complete trail guide as well as 
information on the ancient Hawaiians who erected five 
religious temples on the slopes of the crater known as 
Lē‘ahi. The modern history of the volcanic cone is just 
as fascinating, featuring everything from rock concerts 
to an on-going battle between community  activists 
fighting to preserve the crater’s wild beauty and devel-
opers wanting to commercialize its open spaces. After 
reading Secrets of Diamond Head, you will never look 
at this geologic wonder in the same way.

denby fawcett  is a veteran newspaper and television 
journalist.

2014

128 pages, 107 illustrations, 7 x 10

Paper 978-0-615-88129-4, $20.00s

Distributed for Denby Fawcett
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H a w a i ‘ i  /  S u r f i n G

surfing Places, surfboard 
makers
Craft, Creativity, and Cultural 

 Heritage in Hawai‘i, California,  

and Australia

andrew warren and cHris gibson

Over the last forty years, surfing has emerged 
from its Pacific islands origins to become a 
global industry. Since its beginnings more 
than a thousand years ago, surfing’s icon has 
been the surfboard—its essential instrument, 
the point of physical connection between 
human and nature, body and wave. Based 
on research in three important surfing 
locations—Hawai‘i, southern California, and 
southeastern Australia—this is the first book 
to trace the surfboard as an industry, from 
regional craft tradition to its key role in the 
billion-dollar surfing business.

2014, 288 pages, 59 illustrations, 6 x 9

Cloth 978-0-8248-3828-7, $55.00s

Paper 978-0-8248-3943-7, $28.00s

surf science
An Introduction to Waves  

for  Surfing, Third Edition

tony butt

“One of the most sophisticated surf-

ing books ever produced ... a must 

for any surfer.” —Surfer’s Journal

“Jam-packed with helpful graphs, 

 diagrams, photographs and 

 mathematical equations, along 

with a glossary- index. —Longboard 

magazine

Now in its third edition, Surf Science is the 
first book to talk in depth about the science 
of waves from a surfer’s point of view. It fills 
the gap between surfing books and waves 
textbooks and will help you learn how to 
predict surf. You don’t need a scientific 
background to read it—just curiosity and a 
fascination for waves.

2014, 136 pages, 28 color photos, 69 figures,  

16 charts & graphs, 7.5 x 9.75

Paper 978-0-8248-3954-3, $35.00s

Published in association with Alison Hodge

for sale only ony in the u.s., its dependencies, 

 canada, and the Philippines
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sovereign sugar
Industry and Environment in Hawai‘i

caroL a. macLennan

Although little remains of Hawai‘i’s plantation 
 economy, the sugar industry’s past dominance has 
created the Hawai‘i we see today. Many of the most 
pressing and controversial issues—urban and resort 
development, water rights, expansion of suburbs into 
agriculturally rich lands, pollution from herbicides, 
invasive species in native forests, an unsustainable 
economy—can be tied to Hawai‘i’s industrial sugar 
history.

Sovereign Sugar unravels the tangled relationship 
between the sugar industry and Hawai‘i’s cultural 
and natural landscapes. It is the first work to fully 
examine the complex tapestry of socioeconomic, 
political, and environmental forces that shaped sugar’s 
role in  Hawai‘i. While early Polynesian and European 
influences on island ecosystems started the process 
of biological change, plantation agriculture, with its 
voracious need for land and water, profoundly altered 
Hawai‘i’s landscape. 

With a focus on the rise of industrial and political 
power among the sugar planter elite and its conse-
quences, the author argues that sugar manufacture 
has not only significantly transformed Hawai‘i but its 
legacy provides lessons for future outcomes.

caroL a. macLennan  teaches at Michigan Technological 
University about industry and the environment.

2014 

400 pages, 21 illustrations, 4 maps, 6 x 9

Cloth 978-0-8248-3949-9, $39.00s

of related interest…

Sugar Water
Hawaii’s Plantation Ditches

Carol Wilcox

“The story [Wilcox] tells is not simply 
the fascinating one of an industry 
plundering the resources of one place 
to enrich the resources of another. 
[She] documents who profited, who 
lost, who got used in the process. She 
also raises questions about the uses of 
that sugar water now that King Cane 
no longer drives the economy.” 
—honolulu advertiser

1998, 160 pages, illustrations
Paper 978-0-8248-2044-2, $29.00s
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‘io Lani
The Hawaiian Hawk

PHotograPHs by wiLLiam s. cHiLLingwortH 

witH essays by joHn L. cuLLiney and  natHan 

naPoka; foreword by HannaH kiHaLani 

sPringer

A symbol of Hawaiian royalty—indomitable, swift, 
strong, and fierce—‘io, the Hawaiian hawk, Buteo 
solitarius, also represents a Hawai‘i that has remained 
unchanged from its earliest days of wild splendor. 
Blown off its customary migratory route between 
North America and South America, Buteo solitarius 
arrived in the Islands over a thousand years ago, before 
the arrival of human voyagers. Once present on the 
islands of O‘ahu, Kaua‘i, Moloka‘i, and Hawai‘i, it is 
now a threatened species and found only on the island 
of Hawai‘i; its population estimated to be less than 
three thousand birds.

W. S. Chillingworth’s photographs, evidence of his 
deep reverence for the bird, are both transcendent as 
images and a valuable contribution to the study of this 
rare native. They remind us of our kinship with wild 
creatures, many of them clinging to an increasingly 
precarious existence, as well as of our responsibility 
to preserve and protect them. Together with the 
accompanying essays that are equally scholarly and 
poetic, we are given an illuminating sense of the ‘io in 
its island refuge. 

wiLLiam s.  

cHiLLingwortH  lives 
in North Kohala on the 
island of Hawai‘i and is 
descended from Native 
Hawaiian planters and 
bird catchers.

2014 

80 pages, 50 color illustrations, 8.5 x 8.7

Paper 978-0-615-87929-1, $24.95s

Distributed for William S. Chillingworth
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Hawaii’s story  
by Hawaii’s Queen Liliuokalani
An Annotated Edition

Queen LiLiuokaLani; annotated by david w. forbes

Queen Lili‘uokalani was the last reigning monarch of 
the kingdom of Hawai‘i. She ascended the throne in 
January of 1891, upon the death of her brother, King 
David Kalākaua and ruled until the overthrow of the 
monarchy in January 1893. The Queen sought redress 
in the Congress and courts of the United States, but her 
efforts failed. In July 1898, Hawai‘i was annexed as a 
territory to the United States of America.

As part of her efforts to stave off annexation, the 
Queen published Hawaii’s Story by Hawaii’s Queen 
Liliuokalani in early 1898. She worked closely with the 
American journalist Julius Palmer on the manuscript, 
and the book reflects her experiences and perspectives. 
This classic work is the only autobiography written by 
a Hawaiian monarch, and provides a glimpse of life in 
Honolulu during her lifetime.

This new edition is based on the 1898 edition, en-
hanced with additional illustrations, and annotated by 
David W. Forbes, internationally recognized historian 
and bibliographer.

david w. forbes  is an internationally recognized 
 historian and bibliographer specializing in aspects of the 
history of Hawai‘i. He is also the author of the four-volume 
Hawaiian National Bibliography 1780-1900 (University of 
Hawai‘i Press and Hordern House).

2014 

409 pages, illustrated, 6 x 9

Cloth 978-0-9887278-2-3, $35.00s

Distributed for Hui Hānai
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kalaupapa
A Collective Memory

anwei skinsnes Law

2013 KA PALAPALA PO‘OKELA  
SAmuEL m. KAmAKAu AwArd  
fOr HAwAi‘i BOOK Of tHE YEAr

2013 HiStOric HAwAi‘i fOundAtiOn  
 PrESErvAtiOn HOnOr AwArd

Between 1866 and 1969, an estimated 8,000 
 individuals—at least 90 percent of whom were 
Native Hawaiians—were sent to Molokai’s remote 
Kalaupapa peninsula because they were believed to 
have leprosy. Unwilling to accept the loss of their 
families, homes, and citizenship, these individuals 
ensured they would be accorded their rightful 
place in history. They left a powerful testimony of 
their lives in the form of letters, petitions, music, 
memoirs, and oral history interviews. Kalaupapa 
combines more than 200 hours of interviews with 
archival documents, including over 300 letters and 
petitions written by the earliest residents translated 
from Hawaiian.

It has long been assumed that those sent to 
 Kalaupapa were unconcerned with the world they 
were forced to leave behind. The present work 
shows that residents remained actively  interested 
and involved in life beyond Kalaupapa. They 
petitioned the Hawaii Legislative Assembly in 1874, 
seeking justice. They fervently supported Queen 
Liliuokalani and the Hawaiian Kingdom prior to 
annexation and contributed to the relief effort in 
Europe following World War I. In 1997 Kalaupapa 
residents advocated at the United Nations together 
with people affected by leprosy from around the 
world.

anwei skinsnes Law first visited Kalaupapa in 1968 
at the age of sixteen. Over the last forty years, she has 
researched the history of leprosy in Hawai‘i, conducted 
oral history interviews at Kalaupapa, and produced 
documentaries and books on different aspects of 
 Kalaupapa’s history.

2012

600 pages, 295 illusrations, 8.5 x 9.5 

978-0-8248-3465-4 Cloth $49.00s 

978-0-8248-3636-8 Paper $32.99

A Latitude 20 Book

of related interest…

Ma‘i Lepera
Disease and Displacement in 
Nineteenth-Century Hawai‘i

Kerri A. Inglis

“[Inglis] provides a fascinating and 
 nuanced mo‘olelo that puts Kanaka 
Maoli (Native  Hawaiians) at the center 
of the drama. . . . The result is an im-
portant book for anyone interested in 
the history of disease and  colonialism.” 
 —Journal of Interdisciplinary History

2013, 288 pages, 18 illustrations, 6 x 9 
Cloth 978-0-8248-3484-5, $62.00s
Paper 978-0-8248-3635-1, $24.00s
ebook available
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kua‘āina kahiko
Life and Land in Ancient Kahikinui, Maui

Patrick vinton kircH

In early Hawai‘i, kua‘āina were the hinterlands inhab-
ited by nā kua‘āina, or country folk. Often these were 
dry, less desirable areas where much skill and hard 
work were required to wrest a living from the lava land-
scapes. The ancient district of Kahikinui in southeast 
Maui is such a kua‘āina and remains one of the largest 
tracts of undeveloped land in the islands. Named after 
Tahiti Nui in the Polynesian homeland, its thousands 
of pristine acres house a treasure trove of archaeolog-
ical ruins—witnesses to the generations of Hawaiians 
who made this land their home beginning in the early 
fifteenth century, before it was abandoned in the late 
nineteenth century.

Kua‘āina Kahiko follows kama‘āina archaeolo-
gist Patrick Vinton Kirch on a seventeen-year-long 
research odyssey to rediscover the ancient patterns 
of life and land in Kahikinui. Through painstaking 
archaeological survey and detailed excavations, Kirch 
and his students uncovered thousands of previously 
undocumented ruins of houses, trails, agricultural 
fields, shrines, and temples—evidence of what has been 
called the greatest continuous zone of dryland planting 
in the Hawaiian Islands. 

Patrick vinton kircH  is the Class of 1954 Professor of 
anthropology and integrative biology at the University of 
California, Berkeley.

2014

336 pages. 78 illustrations, 3 maps, 6 x 9 

Cloth 978-0-8248-3955-0, $49.00s

of related interest…

Public Access to the roads 
and Trails of West Maui

Jon M. Van Dyke and Maile Osika

2012, 144 pages, 29 illus., 13 color 
maps, 8.5 x 11 
Paper 978-0-8248-3699-3, $24.00s 
Distributed for the North Beach-West 
Maui Benefit Fund

Keka‘a: The Making and 
 Saving of north Beach West 
Maui

Sydney Lehua Iaukea

2014, 312 pages, 6 x 9 
Paper 978-0-8248-5143-9, $20.00 
Distributed for the North Beach-West 
Maui Benefit Fund 
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the value of Hawai‘i 2
Ancestral Roots, Oceanic Visions

edited by aiko yamasHiro  

and noeLani  goodyear-ka‘ōPua

Continuing the conversation of The Value of  Hawai‘i: 
Knowing the Past, Shaping the Future, this new 
collection offers passionate and poignant visions for 
our shared futures in the islands. The fresh voices 
gathered in this book share their inspiring work and 
ideas for creating value, addressing a wide range of 
topics:  community health, agriculture, public and 
private education, local business, energy, gender, rural 
lifestyles, climate change, sacred community, activism, 
storytelling, mo‘olelo, migration, voyaging, visual art, 
music, and the ‘āina. By exploring connections to those 
who have come before and those who will follow after, 
the contributors to this volume recenter Hawai‘i in our 
watery Pacific world. Their autobiographical essays will 
inspire readers to live consciously and lead as island 
people.

contributors .  .  .

Jeffrey Tangonan Acido, Kamana Beamer, Makena 
 Coffman, Sean Connelly, Elise Leimomi Dela Cruz- 
Talbert, Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua, Consuelo Agarpao 
Gouveia, Tina Grandinetti, John “Prime” Hina, Sania 
Fa‘amaile Betty P. Ickes, Bonnie Kahapea-Tanner,  Joseph 
Keawe‘aimoku Kaholokula, Kainani Kahaunaele,  Hi‘ilei 
Kawelo, Keone  Kealoha, Dawn Mahi, Ryan Oishi, 
 Jamaica  Heolimeleikalani Osorio, Eri Oura, Mark Kawika 
 Patterson, Hawane Rios, Cheryse Julitta  Kauikeolani Sana, 
Dean Itsuji Saranillio, Lyz Soto, Cade Watanabe, Aiko 
Yamashiro, Matt N. Yamashita, and Aubrey Morgan Yee

2014

320 pages, 30 illustrations, 6 x 9

Paper 978-0-8248-3975-8, $19.99

A Biography Monograph

Published for the Biographical Research 

 Center, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa

previously published…

The Value of Hawai‘i
Knowing the Past,  
Shaping the Future

Edited by Craig Howes and  

Jonathan Kay Kamakawiwo‘ole Osorio

“If there is only one book you read 
this year, read The Value of Hawai‘i. 
This thought-provoking publication is 
for everyday people, just like you and 
me, who appreciate the significance of 
 [Hawai‘i] and realize change is inevita-
ble, but would prefer for it to be for the 
better.” —ka wai ola o oha

2010, 264 pages
Paper 978-0-8248-3529-3, $19.99
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Local story
The Massie-Kahahawai Case  

and the Culture of History

joHn P. rosa

The Massie-Kahahawai case of 1931–1932 shook the 
Territory of Hawai‘i to its very core. Thalia Massie, a 
young Navy wife, alleged that she had been kidnapped 
and raped by “some Hawaiian boys” in Waikīkī. A few 
days later, five young men stood accused of her rape. 
Mishandling of evidence and contradictory testimony 
led to a mistrial, but before a second trial could be con-
vened, one of the accused, Horace Ida, was kidnapped 
and beaten by a group of Navy men and a second, 
Joseph Kahahawai, lay dead from a gunshot wound. 
Thalia’s husband, Thomas Massie; her mother, Grace 
Fortescue; and two Navy men were charged with mur-
der but convicted of the lesser charge of manslaughter, 
despite witnesses who saw them kidnap Kahahawai and 
the later discovery of his body in Massie’s car. Under 
pressure from Congress and the Navy, territorial gover-
nor Lawrence McCully Judd commuted their sentences. 
After spending only an hour in the governor’s office at 
‘Iolani Palace, the four were set free.

Local Story is a close examination of how Native 
Hawaiians, Asian immigrants, and others responded 
to challenges posed by the military and federal govern-
ment during the case’s investigation and aftermath. In 
addition to providing a concise account of events as 
they unfolded, the book shows how this historical nar-
rative has been retold in later decades to affirm a local 
identity among descendants of Hawai‘i’s working-class 
people. In fact, this understanding of the term “local” 
in the islands dates from the Massie-Kahahawai case. 

joHn P. rosa  is assistant professor of history at the 
 University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa.

2014

184 pages, 6 x 9

Cloth 978-0-8248-2825-7, $45.00s

Paper 978-0-8248-3970-3, $19.99
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from race to ethnicity
Interpreting Japanese American 

 Experiences in Hawai‘i

jonatHan y. okamura

This is the first book in more than thirty years to 
discuss critically both the historical and contemporary 
experiences of Hawai‘i’s Japanese Americans. Given 
that race was the foremost organizing principle of so-
cial relations in Hawai‘i and was followed by ethnicity 
beginning in the 1970s, Okamura interprets these 
experiences from racial and ethnic perspectives. The 
transition from race to ethnicity is demonstrated in the 
transformation of Japanese Americans from a highly 
racialized minority of immigrant laborers to one of the 
most politically and socioeconomically powerful ethnic 
groups in the islands. 

The author has produced a racial history of 
Japanese Americans from their early struggles against 
oppressive working and living conditions on sugar 
plantations to their labor organizing and active role in 
the Democratic Party’s rise to power following World 
War II. He goes on to analyze how Japanese Amer-
icans have maintained their political power into the 
twenty-first century and discusses the recent advocacy 
and activism of individual yonsei (fourth-generation 
Japanese Americans) working on behalf of ethnic 
communities other than their own.

jonatHan y. okamura  is professor in the Department of 
Ethnic Studies at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa.

2014

248 pages, 6 x 9

Cloth 978-0-8248-3950-5, $42.00s

RACe AND eTHNICITy IN HAWAI‘I

of related interest…

Asian Settler Colonialism
From Local Governance to the 
Habits of Everyday Life  
in Hawai‘i

Edited by Candace Fujikane and 

Jonathan Y. Okamura

2008, 336 pages, 22 illustrations
Cloth 978-0-8248-3015-1, $55.00s
Paper 978-0-8248-3300-8, $25.00s
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japanese buddhist  
temples in Hawai‘i
An Illustrated Guide

george j. tanabe  

and wiLLa jane tanabe

Upon entering a Japanese Buddhist temple 
in Hawai‘i, most people—whether first-time 
visitors or lifelong members—are over-
whelmed by the elaborate and complex dis-
play of golden ornaments, intricately carved 
altar tables and incense burners, and images 
of venerable masters and bodhisattvas. These 
objects, as well as the architectural elements 
of the temple itself, have meanings that are 
often hidden in ancient symbolisms. This 
book, written by two local authorities on Jap-
anese art and religion, provides a thorough 
yet accessible overview of Buddhism in Ha-
wai‘i followed by a temple-by-temple guide to 
the remaining structures across the state.

2012, 256 pages, 363 color illustrations, 6.125 x 9.25 

Cloth 978-0-8248-3663-4, $45.00s  

Paper 987-0-8248-3679-5, $22.99

sovereignty
Frontiers of Possibility

edited by juLie evans, ann genovese,  

aLexander reiLLy, and Patrick woLfe

Unparalleled in its breadth and scope, 
 Sovereignty brings together some of the 
freshest and most original writing on 
sovereignty being done today. Sovereignty’s 
many dimensions are approached from 
multiple perspectives and experiences. It is 
viewed globally as an international question; 
locally as an issue contested between Natives 
and settlers; and individually as survival in 
everyday life. Through all this diversity and 
across the many different national contexts 
from which the contributors write, the 
chapters in this collection address each other, 
staging a running conversation that truly 
internationalizes this most fundamental of 
political issues.

2012, 280 pages, 6 x 9 

Cloth 978-0-8248-3563-7, $45.00s
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the world of  
bananas in Hawai‘i
Then and Now

angeLa kay kePLer  

and francis g. rust

2012 KA PALAPALA PO‘OKELA AwArd  

Of ExcELLEncE in nAturAL SciEncE 

The World of Bananas reflects a deep respect 
for Hawaiian oral history and post-contact 
 literature, reviving long-forgotten traditional 
foods, chants, crafts, and everyday clothing 
 woven from bananas. Readers will encounter 
original ideas and delight in the multihued 
 tapestry of true-to-life banana tales from the 
nebulous dawn of Hawaiian history to the 
present. The book provides descriptions for 
140 living varieties and 22 kinship groups, 
 illustrated keys separating similar cultivars, 
hundreds of name synonyms, and informa-
tion on pesticide-free care and maintenance, 
nutritional deficiencies, and troubleshooting 
pests/diseases. 

2011, 612 pages, 1,500 color illustrations, 9.5 x 11.75

Cloth 978-0-9837266-0-9, $80.00s

Distributed for Pali-O-Waipio Press

Loulu
The Hawaiian Palm

donaLd r. HodeL

2013 KA PALAPALA PO‘OKELA AwArd   

Of ExcELLEncE in nAturAL SciEncE

The only native palms in Hawai‘i, loulu are 
among the Islands’ most distinctive plants. 
Several of the 24 recognized species are rare 
and endangered and all make handsome or-
namentals for gardens and landscapes. In this 
volume, Donald Hodel, landscape horticul-
ture advisor for the University of California 
Cooperative Extension in Los Angeles, shares 
his expertise on loulu.

Each of the 24 species is treated in detail 
and this book is handsomely illustrated 
with more than 200 color photographs that 
clearly show leaves, flower stalks, fruits, and 
habitat. Chapters on loulu history, botany, 
ecology, conservation, uses, and propagation 
and culture provide essential background 
information for readers, whatever their level 
of interest or expertise. 

2012, 216 pages, 255 color illustrations, 37 maps,  

6.125 x 9.25 

Cloth 978-0-8248-3567-5, $48.00s
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the ‘ukulele
A History

jim tranQuada and joHn king

2013 KA PALAPALA PO‘OKELA AwArd  

Of ExcELLEncE in SPEciAL-intErESt BOOKS

“Here, at last, is the complete story 

of the ‘ukulele. Thanks to the authors’ 

years of tireless research, the instru-

ment’s incredible journey is brought 

vividly to life. — jim beloff, author of 

The ‘Ukulele: A Visual History

Jim Tranquada and John King tell the 
surprising story of how an obscure four-
string folk guitar from Portugal became the 
 national instrument of Hawai‘i, of its rise and 
fall from international cultural  phenomenon 
to “the Dangerfield of instruments,” and 
of the resurgence in popularity—and 
respect—it is currently enjoying among 
musicians from Thailand to Finland. Famous 
 composers and entertainers, writers, and 
a host of outstanding Hawaiian musicians 
wind their way through its history. 

2012, 296 pages, 62 illustrations, 7 x 10

Cloth 978-0-8248-3544-6, $45.00s

Paper 978-0-8248-3634-4, $20.99

if it swings, it’s music
The Autobiography of Hawai‘i’s 

Gabe Baltazar Jr.

gabe baLtazar jr.,  

witH tHeo garneau

“Gabe Baltazar is a living example 

of the rare Asian American jazz 

musician who enjoyed a national 

and international career, one that 

took place during an important tran-

sitional period when jazz was being 

transformed from a popular idiom 

into a bona fide tradition.” —kevin 

fellezs, Columbia University

Hawai‘i’s legendary jazz musician Gabe 
Baltazar Jr. has thrilled audiences since the 
late 1940s with his powerful and passionate 
playing. In this, the first book on his life and 
career, Gabe takes readers through the highs, 
lows, and in-betweens on the long road to 
becoming one of the very few Asian Ameri-
cans who has achieved worldwide acclaim as 
a jazz artist. 

2012, 296 pages, 12 illustrations, 6 x 9

Cloth 978-0-8248-3559-0, $59.00s

Paper 978-0-8248-3637-5, $24.99

A Latitude 20 Book
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brothers under  
a same sky
gary Pak

Nam Kun and Nam Ki  Han, brothers born 
on a Wahiawā sugar plantation, could not 
have been more different. Pragmatic and 
stubborn, Nam Kun dutifully supported his 
family but refused to become “one Christian 
fanatic” like his widowed mother and young-
est sibling, Nam Ki. When Nam Ki is drafted 
into the army at the start of the Korean 
War, he tells Nam Kun that as a Christian 
he cannot kill. “You gotta do it,” Nam Kun 
replies, thinking the war will make a man of 
this “mama’s boy. ”

Brothers under a Same Sky explores the 
social and psychological turmoil experienced 
by Korean Americans during and after the 
war but, more importantly, it examines the 
individual’s decision to keep—or betray—a 
fundamental belief in human goodness. 

2013, 176 pages, 6 x 9 

Cloth 978-0-8248-3838-6, $40.00s 

Paper 978-0-8248-3605-4, $19.00s 

A Latitude 20 Book

family torn apart
The Internment Story of the 

 Otokichi Muin Ozaki Family

edited by gaiL Honda

Family Torn Apart is the gripping story of 
one family’s World War II odyssey. Otokichi 
Ozaki, a Japanese immigrant, was a Japanese 
language school teacher and a leader of the 
Japanese community in Hilo on the Island 
of Hawai‘i. After the Japanese attack on 
Pearl Harbor, he was one of several hundred 
immigrant community leaders to be arrested, 
beginning a long journey for Ozaki and his 
family. 

Based on letters, poetry, and radio scripts 
in the collection of the Japanese Cultural 
Center of Hawai‘i, and translated here for the 
first time, Family Torn Apart traces Ozaki’s 
incarceration at eight different detention 
camps, his family’s life in Hawai‘i without 
him, their decision to “voluntarily” enter 
Mainland detention camps in the hope of 
reuniting, and their subsequent frustration 
as that reunion bogged down in red tape and 
government apathy. 

2012, 312 pages, 36 illustrations, 6 x 9 

Paper 978-0-9761493-1-6, $26.00s

Distributed for Japanese Cultural Center of Hawai‘i



an american girl  
in the Hawaiian islands
Letters of Carrie Prudence Winter, 

1890–1893

seLected and edited by  

sandra bonura and deboraH day

When twenty-three-year-old Carrie 
Prudence Winter caught her first glimpse 
of Honolulu from aboard the Zealandia in 
October 1890, she had “never seen anything 
so beautiful.” She had been traveling for two 
months since leaving her family home in 
Connecticut and was at last only a few miles 
from her final destination, Kawaiaha‘o Fe-
male Seminary, a flourishing boarding school 
for Hawaiian girls at which she would teach. 

During her three years at Kawaiaha‘o, 
Winter wrote often and at length to her 
fiancé Charles Kofoid. Her lively and 
affectionate letters provide readers with not 
only an intimate look at nineteenth-century 
courtship, but many invaluable details about 
life in Hawai‘i during the last years of the 
Hawaiian monarchy.

2012, 454 pages, 69 illustrations, 6 x 9 

Cloth 978-0-8248-3627-6, $39.00s
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ancestry of experience
A Journey into Hawaiian Ways  

of Knowing

LeiLani HoLmes

2013 KA PALAPALA PO‘OKELA AwArd  

Of ExcELLEncE in HAwAiiAn LAnguAgE, 

cuLturE And HiStOrY

Adopted by a Midwestern couple in the 
1950s as an infant, Leilani Holmes spent 
much of her early life in settings that offered 
no clues about her Hawaiian past—images 
of which continued to haunt her even as she 
completed a master’s thesis on Hawaiian 
music and identity in southern California. 
Ancestry of Experience documents Holmes’ 
quest to reclaim and understand her own 
origin story. 

In the course of her journey, she finds 
that Hawaiian oral tradition links identity 
to the land (‘aina) through ancestry, while 
traditional, scholarly theories of knowing 
textually obliterate land and ancestry. 

2012, 248 pages, 33 illustrations, 8.125 x 9.25 

Cloth 978-0-8248-3129-5, $39.00s

INTeRSeCTIONS: ASIAN AND PACIFIC 

 AMeRICAN  TRANSCULTURAL STUDIeS 
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reflections of Honor
The Untold Story of a Nisei Spy

Lorraine ward  

and katHerine erwin  

witH yosHinobu osHiro

Arthur Komori, a Nisei from Hawai‘i, was 
one of two Japanese Americans recruited 
to the U.S. Army Counter Intelligence 
Corps (CIC) to pose as Japanese sym-
pathizers and spy on Japan’s activities in 
Manila in the months leading up to World 
War II. When the war started, this Nisei 
served his country as a translator and un-
dercover agent both on the front lines and 
behind the scenes in General MacArthur’s 
headquarters, even while at home over 
120,000 Japanese Americans were interned 
in relocation camps.

2014, 144 pages, 52 illustrations, 6.25 x 9

Paper 978-1-58351-146-6, $20.00

Distributed for Curriculum Research & 

 Development Group, College of education, 

University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa

japanese eyes,  
american Heart,  
volume iii
Learning to Live in Hawai‘i 

comPiLed for tHe tendai  

educationaL foundation

In his quest to understand the character of 
the Nisei in Hawai‘i, the Rev. Ryokan Ara, 
Bishop of the Tendai Mission of Hawai‘i, 
learned that the Nisei generation had 
endured unusual and varying experiences. 
Those real-life  experiences, he concluded, 
were instrumental in shaping the Nisei 
generation’s character, leadership skills, 
and foresight and were a catalyst in bring-
ing about sweeping social, economic and 
political changes in postwar Hawai‘i.

2013, 176 pages, 2 illustrations, 6 x 9

Paper 978-0-615-73366-1, $21.95s

Distributed for the Tendai educational Foundation
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when the korean world 
in Hawaii was young
1903–1940

seonju Lee and roberta cHang

This book tells the stories of “1.5” and 
 second-generation Koreans who grew 
up in Hawaii or on the U.S. mainland. 
Their oral histories were selected from 
nearly a hundred interviews conducted 
by co-author Roberta Chang, as well as 
from submitted written biographies. Their 
stories are filled with amazing personal 
accomplishments, family love, and unique 
community life. 

2013, 284 pages, illustrations, 7 x 10 

Paper 978-0-8248-3851-5, $25.00x

Distributed for Roberta Chang

History of the 
 organization of  
chinese american 
 women
1977–2009

comPiLed and edited by  

PauLine w. tsui 

genevieve Puanani woo,   

Project director

The purposes of this work are to: 
 professionally record OCAW’s sustained 
educational and social outreach programs 
to integrate Chinese American women 
into the mainstream of America’s activities 
and programs; give recognition to those 
who contributed to the  accomplishments 
of OCAW; and have this history available 
as study material in women’s studies and 
ethnic-Asian studies programs.

2013, 200 pages, 59 illustrations, 8.5 x 11 

Paper 978-0-8248-3897-3, $19.00s

Distributed for the Ruth H. Kuo and Rhoda How 

Memorial Fund of the Community Foundation for 

the National Capital Region
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architecture in the south 
 Pacific
The Ocean of Islands

jennifer tayLor and james conner

This pioneering work recounts the recent development 
of the South Pacific and the region’s fascinating archi-
tecture. Introducing material that has never appeared 
in print, it traces the European architectural overlay 
onto this scattered group of islands, and their transition 
toward a regional identity that has been fashioned by 
the remote location, the incomparable setting, and the 
distinctive ethnic mix of its inhabitants: The South 
Pacific is influenced by the interweaving of the legacies 
of contrasting worlds.

As with the Pacific region itself, the most promi-
nent characteristic of the architecture is its diversity. 
The blending of the universal and the local sets the 
stage for a fresh vision of the South Pacific across a 
wide range of building types, from spectacular mission 
churches to sensational resorts. This richly illustrated 
book will appeal to architects,  armchair-tourists, 
students, and others curious about the vibrant diversity 
of the South Pacific.

jennifer tayLor  is an architect, educator, architecture 
historian, and critic in Australia and internationally. 

james conner  has spent considerable time in practice as 
an architect, urban designer, planner, and senior admin-
istrator.

2014

352 pages, color illustrations, 9.9 x 10.6

Cloth 978-0-8248-4672-5, $75.00s

Published in association with editions Didier 

Millet

for sale only in the u.s. and its dependencies, 

canada and mexico
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a History of contemporary 
 jewellery in australia and  
new zealand
Place and Adornment

damian skinner and kevin murray 

Jewellery defines what is valuable in a given society. 
The new  democratic jewellery of today places value on 
originality, providing countries like Australia and New 
Zealand with an opportunity to define what is of value 
to their societies. Authors Skinner and Murray, from 
New Zealand and Australia, respectively, discuss the 
contemporary jewellery movement in Australasia and 
support their text with hundreds of photographs of the 
best works from contemporary jewellers, artists, and 
craftspeople in both countries.

Although the Australasian concept of contem-
porary jewellery is drawn largely from Europe, there 
was an acknowledgement of indigenous practices of 
adornment. As a result, the story starts much earlier 
than the 1960s, when the contemporary jewellery 
movement began, and takes in the range of adornment 
within Aboriginal and Maori societies, the jewellery 
of settler contact with indigenous people, and the 
important precedent of arts and crafts jewelry in the 
early twentieth century.

damian skinner  is curator of Applied Arts and Design 
at Auckland Museum, editor of Art Jewelry Forum, and is 
currently a Newton  I nternational Fellow at the Museum of 
Archaeology and Anthropology, University of Cambridge. 

kevin murray is adjunct professor RMIT University, 
Melbourne.

2014

248 pages, 228 color illustrations, 8.5 x 10.5

Cloth 978-0-8248-4687-9, $50.00s

Published in association with David Bateman Ltd.

For sale in North America only
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dumont d’urville
Explorer & Polymath

edward duyker 

Explorer Jules-Sébastien-César Dumont d’Urville 
(1790–1842) is sometimes called France’s Captain 
Cook. Born less than a year after the beginning of the 
French Revolution, he lived through turbulent times. 
He was an erudite polymath: a maritime explorer 
fascinated by botany, entomology, ethnography and the 
diverse languages of the world. As a young ensign he 
was decorated for his pivotal part in France’s acquisi-
tion of the famous Vénus de Milo. 

D’Urville’s voyages and writings meshed with an 
emergent French colonial impulse in the Pacific. In 
this magnificent biography Edward Duyker reveals 
that D’Urville had secret orders to search for the site 
for a potential French penal colony in Australia. He 
also effectively helped to precipitate pre-emptive 
British settlement on several parts of the Australian 
coast. D’Urville visited New Zealand in 1824, 1827 and 
1840. This wide-ranging survey examines his scientific 
contribution, including the plants and animals he col-
lected, and his conceptualisation of the peoples of the 
Pacific: it was he who first coined the terms Melanesia 
and Micronesia. 

edward duyker  is an honorary senior lecturer in the 
Department of French Studies at the University of Sydney.

december 2014

672 pages, 40 color and 23 black & white 

illustrations, 10 maps, 6.5 x 9.5

Cloth 978-0-8248-5139-2, $65.00s

Published in association with Otago University 

Press

for sale in north america only
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remaking Pacific Pasts
History, Memory, and Identity 

in  Contemporary Theater from 

Oceania

diana Looser

Although many Pacific Island cultures 
have a broad range of highly developed 
indigenous  performance forms—including 
oral narrative, clowning, ritual, dance, 
and song—scripted drama is a relatively 
recent  phenomenon. Emerging during a 
period of region-wide  decolonization and 
indigenous self- determination movements, 
most of these plays reassert Pacific cultural 
perspectives and performance techniques 
in ways that employ, adapt, and challenge 
the conventions and representations of 
Western theater. 

diana Looser  is a lecturer in Drama at the 
University of Queensland, Australia, where 
she researches postcolonial, intercultural, and 
transnational theatre with a particular focus 
on the Pacific Islands region.

november 2014, 350 pages, 6 x 9

Cloth 978-0-8248-3976-5, $55.00s

PACIFIC ISLANDS MONOGRAPH #28

am i black enough  
for you?
anita Heiss

After years of stereotyping Aboriginal 
Australians as either settlement dwellers 
or rioters in Redfern, the Australian 
media have discovered a new crime to 
charge them with: being too “fair-skinned” 
to be an Australian Aboriginal. Such 
accusations led to the author’s involve-
ment in one of the most important and 
sensational  Australian legal decisions of 
the  twenty-first century. In this deeply 
personal memoir, told in her distinctive, 
wry style, Anita Heiss gives a first-hand 
account of her experiences as a woman 
with an Aboriginal mother and Austrian 
father, and explains the development of her 
activist consciousness. 

anita Heiss  is an adjunct professor with 
 Jumbunna Indigenous House of Learning, 
 University of Technology Sydney.

2014, 352 pages, 6 x 9

Paper 978-0-8248-4027-3, $24.99s

winner of the vic Premier’s award 

 for indigenous writing

Published in association with Anita Heiss and 

Curringa Communications

not for sale in australia, new zealand, fiji, 

kiribati, nauru, Papua new guinea, Pitcairn, 

solomon islands, tonga, tuvalu, vanuatu, and 

western samoa
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making micronesia
A Political Biography  

of Tosiwo Nakayama

david HanLon

Making Micronesia is the story of Tosiwo 
Nakayama, the first president of the Fed-
erated States of Micronesia (FSM). Born 
to a Japanese father and an island woman 
in 1931 on an atoll northwest of the main 
Chuuk Lagoon group, Nakayama grew up 
during Japan’s colonial administration of 
greater Micronesia and later proved adept 
at adjusting to life in post-war Chuuk 
and under the American-administered 
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. After 
studying at the University of Hawai‘i, 
 Nakayama returned to Chuuk in 1958 
and quickly advanced through a series of 
administrative positions before winning 
election to the House of Delegates (later 
Senate) of the Congress of Micronesia. He 
served as its president from 1965 to1967 
and again from 1973 to 1978. 

2014, 328 pages, 23 illustrations, 4 maps, 6 x 9 

978-0-8248-3846-1 Cloth $55.00s

making sense  
of  micronesia
The Logic of  

Pacific Island Culture

francis x. HezeL

Why are islanders so lavishly generous 
with food and material possessions but 
so guarded with information? Why do 
these people, unfailingly polite for the 
most part, laugh openly when others 
embarrass themselves? What does a 
smile mean to an islander? What might a 
sudden lapse into silence signify? These 
questions are common in encounters 
with an unfamiliar Pacific Island culture. 
Written by a Jesuit priest who has lived and 
worked in Micronesia for forty-five years, 
Making Sense of Micronesia is intended for 
westerners who find themselves in contact 
with  Micronesians—as teachers, social 
workers, health-care providers, or simply 
as friends—and are puzzled by their island 
ways. It is for anyone struggling to make 
sense of  cultural exchanges they don’t quite 
understand.

2013, 200 pages, 16 illustrations, 5.5 x 8.5 

Cloth 978-0-8248-3661-0, $27.00s
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Huihui
Navigating Art and  

Literature in the  Pacific

edited by jeffrey carroLL, brandy 

nāLani  mcdougaLL, and georganne 

nordstrom

Huihui is the first to navigate the intercon-
nections between the rhetorics and aes-
thetics of the Pacific, showcasing a variety 
of genres and cross-genre forms exploring 
a wide range of subjects, from Disney’s 
Aulani Resort to the Bishop Museum, from 
tiki souvenirs to the Dusky Maiden stereo-
type, from military recruitment to colonial 
silencing, from healing lands to healing 
words and music, and from decolonization 
to sovereignty. 

At the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, 
 jeffrey carroLL  is professor of English as 
well as department chair, brandy nāLani 

mcdougaLL  is an assistant professor of 
Indigenous Studies in the American Studies 
Department, and georganne nordstrom 
is an assistant professor of Composition and 
Rhetoric and director of the Writing Center in 
the English Department.

november 2014, 292 pages, 6 x 9

Paper 978-0-8248-3895-9, $29.00s

navigating the  
spanish Lake
The Pacific in the Iberian World,  

1521–1898

rainer f. buscHmann, edward r. 

sLack jr.,  and james b. tueLLer

Navigating the Spanish Lake examines 
Spain’s long presence in the Pacific Ocean 
(1521–1898) in the context of its global 
empire. Building on a growing body of 
literature on the Atlantic world and indige-
nous peoples in the Pacific, this pioneering 
book investigates the historiographical 
“Spanish Lake” as an artifact that unites the 
Pacific Rim (the Americas and Asia) and 
Basin (Oceania) with the Iberian Atlantic. 
By incorporating unpublished archival 
materials on Spain’s two most important 
island possessions (Guam and the Philip-
pines) and foreign policy in the South Sea, 
the book brings the Pacific into the prevail-
ing Atlanticentric scholarship, challenging 
many standard interpretations.

2014, 216 pages, 5 illustrations, 6 x 9

Cloth 978-0-8248-3824-9, $47.00s

PeRSPeCTIveS ON THe GLOBAL PAST
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gender on the edge
Transgender, Gay,  

and Other Pacific Islanders

edited by niko besnier  

and kaLissa aLexeyeff

Transgender identities and other forms of 
gender and sexuality that transcend the 
normative pose important questions about 
society, culture, politics, and history. They 
force us to question, for example, the forces 
that divide humanity into two gender 
categories and render them necessary, 
inevitable, and natural. The transgender 
also exposes a host of dynamics that, at 
first glance, have little to do with gender 
or sex, such as processes of power and 
domination; the complex relationship 
among agency,  subjectivity, and structure; 
and the mutual constitution of the global 
and the local.

2014, 384 pages, 14 illustrations, 6 x 9 

Cloth 978-0-8248-3882-9, $65.00s

Paper 978-0-8248-3883-6, $35.00s

not for sale in australia, new zealand, southeast 

and east asia

the Pacific islands
Environment and Society, 

 Revised Edition

edited by mosHe raPaPort 

The Pacific is the last major world region 
to be discovered by humans. Although 
small in total land area, its numerous 
islands and archipelagoes with their star-
tlingly diverse habitats and biotas, extend 
across a third of the globe. This revised 
edition of a popular text explores the di-
verse landforms, climates, and ecosystems 
of the Pacific island region. Multiple chap-
ters, written by leading specialists, cover 
the environment, history, culture, popula-
tion, and economy. The work includes new 
or completely revised chapters on gender, 
music, logging, development, education, 
urbanization, health, ocean resources, and 
tourism.

2013, 452 pages, 262 illustrations, 8.5 x 11 

Paper 978-0-8248-3586-6, $48.00s
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the kanak awakening
The Rise of Nationalism  

in New Caledonia

david cHaPPeLL

This study examines the rise in New 
Caledonia of rival identity formations 
that became increasingly polarized in 
the 1970s. It explores in particular the 
emergence of activist discourses in favor 
of Kanak cultural nationalism and land 
reform, multiracial progressive sovereignty, 
or a combination of both aspirations. Most 
studies of modern New Caledonia focus on 
the violent 1980s uprising, which left deep 
scars on local memories and identities. Yet 
the genesis of that rebellion began with a 
handful of  university students who painted 
graffiti on public buildings in 1969, and 
such activists discussed many of the same 
issues that face the country’s leadership 
today. 

2013, 320 pages, 15 illustrations, 6 x 9.25 

Cloth 978-0-8248-3818-8, $60.00s

PACIFIC ISLANDS MONOGRAPH SeRIeS 

NO. 27

specters of violence  
in a colonial context
New Caledonia, 1917

adrian muckLe

During 1917–1918, war ravaged the 
hill country north of New Caledonia’s 
main island, the Grande terre. Occur-
ring sixty-four years after France’s 1853 
annexation of New Caledonia and in the 
midst of the Great War of 1914–1918, the 
conflict was known by the mid-twentieth 
century as “the last of the kanak revolts.” It 
represented to many—until the “events” of 
the 1980s—the final pacification of Kanak 
(the indigenous people of New Caledonia).

Specters of Violence in a Colonial 
Context is the first comprehensive history 
of the 1917–1918 war, which involved 
the French army, European settlers, and 
Kanak. 

2012, 264 pages, 10 illustrations, 6 x 9

Cloth 978-0-8248-3509-5 $55.00s
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a faraway,  
familiar Place
An Anthropologist Returns  

to Papua New Guinea

micHaeL frencH smitH

In A Faraway, Familiar Place author 
 Michael French Smith savors the some-
times gritty romance of his travels to an 
island village far from roads, electricity, 
and the Internet, but puts to rest the 
cliché of “Stone Age” Papua New Guinea. 
He also gives the lie to stereotypes of 
 anthropologists as either machete- wielding 
swashbucklers or detached observers 
turning real people into abstractions. 
Smith uses his anthropological expertise 
subtly to illuminate Papua New Guinean 
lives, to nudge readers to look more closely 
at ideas they take for granted, and to take 
a wry look at his own experiences as an 
anthropologist.    

2013, 248 pages, 18 illustrations, 3 maps, 6 x 9 

Cloth 978-0-8248-3686-3, $35.00s

greed and grievance
Ex-Militants’ Perspectives on 

the Conflict in Solomon Islands, 

1998–2003

mattHew g. aLLen 

Greed and Grievance offers important new 
perspectives on the violence and unrest 
that gripped Solomon Islands between 
late 1998 and mid-2003, a period known 
as the Ethnic Tension. Based on in-depth 
 interviews and documents associated with 
the “Tension Trials,” it is the first detailed 
account of the conflict that engages directly 
with the voices of the men who joined the 
rival militant groups. These contemporary 
voices are presented against the backdrop 
of the socioeconomic and cultural history 
of Solomon Islands.

The findings provide a refreshing 
corrective to the pervasive framing of the 
Isatabu uprising and the Malaitan response 
as essentially criminal and apolitical activi-
ties driven by the self-interest of those who 
participated in them. 

2013, 264 pages, 12 illustrations, 3 maps, 6 x 9 

Cloth 978-0-8248-3854-6, $55.00s

TOPICS IN CONTeMPORARy PACIFIC
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melanesia
Art and Encounter

edited by Lissant boLton,  

nicHoLas tHomas, eLizabetH 

 bonsHek, juLie adams,  

and ben burt

Beautifully illustrated and carefully 

researched, this volume brilliantly 

demonstrates the Melanesian 

axiom that objects and images 

realise, animate, and sometimes 

disrupt relationships.” —robert 

foster, University of Rochester

Melanesia: Art and Encounter ranges over 
an extraordinary variety of historic and 
modern art forms, investigating histories 
of exploration and exchange, conversion to 
Christianity and cultural revival, drawing 
upon a wealth of new information gleaned 
from archives, photographs, oral histories, 
and dialogue with  Melanesians. 

2013, 384 pages, 306 color illustrations, 9 x 11 

Cloth  978-0-8248-3853-9, $120.00s

Published in association with The British 

 Museum Press

for sale only in the u.s., its dependencies, 

canada, and mexico

transpacific studies
Framing an Emerging Field

janet Hoskins  

and viet tHanH nguyen

While “Asia Pacific” and “Pacific Rim” 
were late  twentieth-century terms that 
dealt with the importance of the Pacific 
to the economic, political, and cultural 
arrangements that span Asia and the 
Americas, a new term has arisen—the 
transpacific. 

Recognizing the increasing importance 
of the transpacific as a word and concept, 
this volume proposes a framework for 
transpacific studies that examines the flow 
of culture,  capital, ideas, and  labor across 
the Pacific. 

janet Hoskins is professor of anthropology 
at the University of Southern California.  

viet tHanH nguyen is associate professor of 
English and American Studies and Ethnicity 
at the University of Southern California. 

october 2014, 236 pages, 6 x 9

Cloth 978-0-8248-3994-9, $56.00s

Paper 978-0-8248-3998-7, $25.00s

INTeRSeCTIONS: ASIAN AND PACIFIC 

 AMeRICAN TRANSCULTURAL STUDIeS
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mutiny and aftermath
James Morrison’s Account of 

the Mutiny on the Bounty and 

the Island of Tahiti

edited by vanessa smitH  

and nicHoLas tHomas

This book publishes a full and absorbing 
narrative of the mutiny on the Bounty by 
one of the participants, the boatswain’s 
mate James  Morrison. In the aftermath, 
Morrison was among those who tried 
to make a new life on Tahiti. In doing 
so, he gained a deeper understanding of 
Polynesian culture than any European 
who went on to write about the people of 
the island and their way of life before it 
was changed forever by Christianity and 
colonial contact. Morrison was not a pro-
fessional scientist but a keen observer with 
a lively sympathy for Islanders. This is the 
most insightful and wide-ranging of early 
European accounts of Tahitian life.

2013, 352 pages, 27 illustrations, 2 maps, 6 x 9

Cloth 978-0-8248-3676-4, $45.00s

reef fishes  
of the east indies
3 Volume Set

geraLd r. aLLen  

and mark v. erdmann

Stretching from the Andaman Sea to the 
Solomon Islands, the East Indies encom-
passes a vast array of marine habitats and 
unsurpassed marine biological diversity. 
It is home to approximately 2,600 species 
occurring on coral reefs and nearby habi-
tats. Reef Fishes of the East Indies presents 
the first truly comprehensive treatment 
of the region’s reef fish fauna in  nearly a 
century. This monumental three- volume 
set is richly illustrated with more than 
3,600 color photographs. The informative 
text provides current information on the 
classification, habitat, and distributional 
range of each species as well as an overall 
synopsis for each of the 120 families 
covered. 

2012, 1,292 pages, 3,600 color illustrations, 8 x 11 

Cloth 978-0-9872600-0-0, $249.00s* 

Distributed for Conservation International 

*Requires additional postage
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drinking smoke 
The Tobacco Syndemic  

in  Oceania

mac marsHaLL

Despite its enormous toll on human health, 
tobacco has been largely  neglected by an-
thropologists. Drinking Smoke combines 
an exhaustive search of historical materials 
on the introduction and spread of tobacco 
in the Pacific with extensive anthropolog-
ical accounts of the ways Islanders have 
incorporated this substance into their 
lives. The author uses a relatively new 
concept called a  syndemic—the synergistic 
interaction of two or more afflictions con-
tributing to a greater burden of disease in a 
population—to focus at once on the health 
of a community, political and economic 
structures, and the wider physical and 
social environment and ultimately provide 
an in-depth analysis of smoking’s negative 
health impact in Oceania. 

2013, 312 pages, 15 illustrations, 4 maps, 6 x 9 

Cloth 978-0-8248-3685-6, $54.00s

colonialism, maasina 
rule, and the origins  
of malaitan kastom
david w. akin

The political history of the island of Malai-
ta in the British Solomon Islands Protec-
torate is examined in this work, from 1927, 
when the last violent resistance to colonial 
rule was crushed, to 1953 and the inau-
guration of the island’s first representative 
political body, the Malaita Council. At the 
book’s heart is a political movement known 
as Maasina Rule, which dominated polit-
ical affairs in the southeastern Solomons 
for many years after World War II. The 
movement’s ideology, known as kastom, 
was grounded in the determination that 
only Malaitans themselves could properly 
chart their future through application of 
Malaitan sensibilities and methods, free 
from British interference. 

2013, 552 pages, 21 illustrations, 3 maps, 6 x 9.25

Cloth 978-0-8248-3814-0, $59.00s

PACIFIC ISLANDS MONOGRAPH SeRIeS 

NO. 926
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they followed  
the trade winds
African Americans in Hawaii

Revised Edition

miLes m. jackson

The original volume was conceived in 
2000 to provide a comprehensive written 
treatment of the African American 
presence in Hawaii. It appeared as Social 
Process in Hawaii (Volume 43, 2004).This 
new volume adds topics in new studies 
on African Americans in Hawaii. Readers 
will find an updated bibliography, which 
includes all of the recently published books 
on Barack Obama, President of the United 
States of America.

2014, 336 pages, 6 x 9

Paper 978-0-8248-4732-6, $20.00

SOCIAL PROCeSS IN HAWAII, vOLUMe 44

Distributed for the Department of Sociology, 

University of Hawai‘i

breaking the silence
Lessons of Democracy from 

the World War II Honouliuli 

 Internment and POW Camp  

in Hawai‘i

suzanne faLgout  

and Linda nisHigaya

This volume is a collection of articles 
 authored by University of Hawai’i-West 
O’ahu faculty from eight different 
 academic disciplines and scholars and 
community partners from Japanese 
 Cultural Center of Hawai’i, Densho, 
King Kamehameha V Judiciary History 
Center, and the National Park Service. The 
research is amassed from oral histories, 
archival collections, and field work 
examines the archaeological, historical, 
sociological, political, psychological, and 
cultural aspects and impacts of World War 
II confinement in Honouliuli. 

2014, 228 pages, 57 b&w illustrations, 6 x 9

Paper 978-0-8248-4733-3, $20.00

SOCIAL PROCeSS IN HAWAII, vOLUMe 45

Distributed for the Department of Sociology, 

University of Hawai‘i
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engraved at Lahainaluna
A History of Printmaking by  Hawaiians 

at the  Lahainaluna  Seminary, 1834-1844

david w. forbes

Between 1834 and 1844, a remarkable collection 
of copperplate engravings issued forth from the 
 Lahainaluna Seminary, a school on the island of 
Maui, run by the Hawaiian Mission in the moun-
tains above Lahaina. Collectively, these engravings—
views of the  Hawaiian Islands, including towns and 
rural settlements, portraits, objects of natural histo-
ry, and original maps and charts—form one of the 
most important visual records of nineteenth-century 
 Hawai‘i before the age of photography.

Engraved at Lahainaluna is the first study of 
the entire body of engraved work produced by 
Hawaiians at Lahainaluna Seminary and includes 
biographical information on the young engravers. 
 Author David W. Forbes’ considerable research illu-
minates the process that would later help to explain 
Hawai‘i’s population being one of the most literate 
in the world during the late 19th century.

david w. forbes  is a researcher who has authored 
 numerous publications, including the four-volume 
 Hawaiian National Bibliography,  Treasures of Hawaiian 
History, and Encounters with Paradise.

2012, 232 pages, 11x11

Cloth 978-1-892460-00-4, $75.00s

Distributed for Hawaiian Mission Children’s 

Society
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the epic tale of 
 Hi‘iakaikapoliopele
ka mo‘olelo o 
 Hi‘iakaikapoliopele
As told by Ho‘oulumāhiehie

transLated by m. Puakea nogeLmeier 

iLLustrated by soLomon enos

2008 KA PALAPALA PO‘OKELA  

SAmuEL m. KAmAKAu AwArd  

fOr HAwAi‘i BOOK Of tHE YEAr

This ancient saga, presented in two separate 
 volumes—one in English and the other in the 
original Hawaiian—begins with the goddess Pele’s 
migration to Kīlauea and her spirit’s search for 
a lover. The story then details the quest of Pele’s 
younger sister, Hi‘iakaikapoliopele, to find the 
handsome Lohi‘auipo, and bring him back to their 
crater home. It is a very human account of love 
and lust, jealousy and justice, peopled with deities, 
demons, chiefs and commoners.

This version by Ho‘oulumāhiehie ran from 
1905 to 1906 as a daily series in the Hawaiian- 
language  newspaper Ka Na‘i Aupuni. It is the most 
extensive form of the story ever documented, 
offering a wealth of detail and insights about social 
and religious practices, poetry and hula, healing 
arts, and many other  Hawaiian customs.

m. Puakea nogeLmeier is professor at the 
 University of Hawai‘i’s Kawaihuelani Center for 
 Hawaiian Language.

2013

Distributed for Awaiaulu Press

english edition

494 pages, color illustrations, 7.5 x 10 

Paper 978-0-9882629-1-1, $40.00s

Hawaiian edition

526 pages, color illustrations, 7.5 x 10 

Paper 978-0-9882629-0-4, $40.00s



Loko i‘a
A Manual on Hawaiian Fishpond 
 Restoration and Management

graydon ‘buddy’ keaLa witH james r. HoLLyer  
and Luisa castro

Hawai‘i is the only known place in Oceania where 
the people practiced a “pure” form of fishpond 
aquaculture. In contrast to the rest of the Pacific, 
Hawaiian fishponds evolved into a unique and 
sophisticated aquacultural practice. Nowhere else 
is found either the variety of fishpond types or 
the quantity of fishpond remains that are found 
in Hawai‘i.

2007, 74 pages, color illustrations
Paper 978-1-929325-20-7, $12.00

growing Plants for  Hawaiian Lei
85 Plants for Gardens, Conservation,  
and Business

james HoLLyer, Luisa castro, and daLe evans

This book contains information on growing 85 
plants that can provide flowers or foliage for lei. 
Some are traditionally used native species; others 
are relatively new introductions with a potential 
place in the lei industry.

2002, 278 pages, color illustrations
Paper 978-1-929325-13-9, $20.00

taro mauka to makai
A Taro Production and Business Guide  
for Hawai‘i Growers, Second edition

edited by daLe evans

Taro (Colocasia esculenta, kalo in Hawaiian) 
has always been an important food crop for 
the Hawaiian people and has a special place 
within the culture of Hawai‘i. This book provides 
detailed information on growing taro, under both 
non-flooded and flooded conditions, in locations 
ranging from backyard gardens to commercial 
fields or lo‘i.

2008, 168 pages, color illustrations
Paper 978-1-929325-21-4, $20.00



invasive aphids in 
Hawaii
russeLL H. messing, keitH 
s. Pike, and robert g.  
foottit

Invasive Aphids in Hawaii 
describes over 100 alien 
species of aphids that 
can be serious pests of 
 agricultural and native 
plants in Hawaii.

2012, 262 pages, color 
illustrations
Paper 978-1-929325-25-2 
$20.00

Plant nutrient 
 management  
in  Hawai‘i’s soils
Approaches for Tropical  
and  Subtropical 
 Agriculture

edited by james a. siLva 

and raymond s. ucHida

In this text, researchers 
explore the many import-
ant facets of soil in the 
islands, including salinity, 
nitrogen content, organic 
soil amendments, inorganic 
fertilizers, and interpreting 
soil nutrient levels.

2000, 158 pages
Paper 978-1-929325-08-5 
$14.00

Hawaiian breadfruit
ethnobotany, Nutrition, 
and Human ecology

brien a. meiLLeur, ricHard 
r. jones, c. aLan ticHenaL, 
and aLvis s. Huang

Through its manifold uses, 
its widespread cultivation, 
and its nutritional similarity 
to the other Hawaiian staple, 
kalo (taro), Hawaiian 
breadfruit is revealed to 
have had a profound role in 
the Hawaiian culture and 
the human ecology of the 
archipelago.

2004, 68 pages
Paper 978-1-929325-17-7 
$10.00

macadamia 
integrated Pest 
 management
IPM of Insects and 
Mites Attacking Maca-
damia Nuts in Hawaii

vincent P. jones

This volume includes pest 
management system and 
important horticultural 
factors in integrating these 
systems, major insect pests, 
and other dangers to maca-
damia nuts in Hawaii.

2002, 98 pages, color 
illustrations
Paper 978-1-929325-12-2
$16.00

Hawai‘i’s college of 
 tropical  agriculture 
and Human 
 resources
Celebrating the First 
100 years

edited by barry m. bren-
nan and james r. HoLLyer

Beginning in 1901, early 
forms of CTAHR bring the 
land grant system’s tri-par-
tite mission of research, 
education, and extension to 
serve Hawai‘i’s people.

2008, 310 pages, almost 
700 illustrations
Cloth 978-1-929325-22-1 
$30.00

weeds of Hawai‘i’s 
 Pastures  
and natural areas
An Identification and 
Management Guide

PHiLiP motooka, Luisa 
castro, duane neLson,  
guy nagai, and LincoLn 
cHing

This book describes 
over 150 plants that 
are  considered weeds 
under certain—if not, in 
some cases, most— 
circumstances.

2003, 184 pages, color 
illustrations 
Paper 978-1-929325-14-6 
$20.00
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the Spirit of māori 
Leadership
selwyn katene

The book provides insights into and 
analysis of traditional and contem-
porary models of Māori leadership. 
From this, it identifies three con-
nected themes: understanding what 
makes a good leader, the importance 
of people and relationships, and the 
need to formulate a strategic plan and 
examines four leadership models: 
transactional, charismatic, transfor-
mational and organic.

Octber 2013, 180 pages 
Paper 978-1-77550-121-3, $35.00s 
For sale only in the U.S., its 
 dependencies, Canada, and Mexico
Huia Publishers

Hawaiian Journal  
of History
john clark and Linda k. menton, 

editors 

The Hawaiian Journal of History, 
first published in 1967, is an annual 
scholarly journal devoted to original 
articles on the history of Hawai‘i, 
Polynesia, and the Pacific area. 

 volume 48 (2014) 
 Institutions: $30.00*
Individuals: $18.00*
ISBN: 978-0-945048-28-2
Published by the University of Hawai‘i 
Press for the Hawaiian Historical Society
*Pricing is tentative and may vary; call 
or e-mail for details.

fred graham
CREATOR OF FORMS,  

TE TOHUNGA AUAHA

written by maria de jong 

with fred graham 

Photographs by geoff dale

This comprehensive survey of Fred 
Graham’s work includes essays by 
Professor Jonathan Mane-Wheoki, 
Professor Robert Jahnke, and Dr. Jill 
Smith. Since 1984, Graham has pro-
duced a wealth of work as a full-time 
sculptor and leading figure in New 
Zealand’s art world.

2014, 200 pages, illustrated
Paper 978-1-77550-134-3, $45.00s
For sale only in the U.S. and its 
 dependencies, Canada and Mexico
Huia Publishers

Pacific Science
A QUARTERly DEVOTED TO THE 

BIOlOGICAl AND PHySICAl 

SCIENCES OF THE PACIFIC REGION

curtis daehler, editor

Individual subscriptions are also 
available through membership in 
the Pacific Science Association, 1525 
Bernice Street, Honolulu, HI 96817. 
Available online through BioOne.

volume 68 (2014)
All countries
Institutions: $100.00  
Individuals: $50.00 
ISSN: 0030–8870

future challenges  
for māori
HE KŌRERO ANAMATA

edited by selwyn katene  

and malcolm mulholland

Contributors to this collection of essays 
cover topics in Māori identity and self- 
determination, the environment, te reo 
Māori, education, social and  economic 
issues, and governance and leadership. 
Contributors include Professor Sir Mason 
Durie, Dame Iritana Tawhiwhirangi, 
Professor Cindy Kiro, Sir Eddie Durie, 
and Professor Angus MacFarlane.

2013, 354 pages
Paper 978-1-77550-153-4, $32.00s
For sale only in the U.S. and its 
 dependencies, Canada and Mexico
Huia Publishers

the contemporary 
Pacific
A JOURNAl OF ISlAND AFFAIRS

terence wesley-smith, editor

A semiannual journal that provides 
comprehensive coverage of the Pacific 
Islands region. Available online 
through Project Muse.

volume 26 (2014)
Pacific Islands (other than Hawai‘i,  
New Zealand, and Australia)— 
Institutions: $40.00; individuals: $25.00 
USA/Other countries—Inst.: $100.00; 
indiv.: $35.00 
ISSN: 1043–898X



mānoa
A PACIFIC JOURNAl OF INTERNATIONAl WRITING

frank stewart, editor

An award-winning literary re view published twice yearly. 
Available online through Project Muse and archived in 
JSTOR.

volume 26 (2014)
All countries— 
Institutions:  $50.00  
Individuals: $30.00 
ISSN: 1045-7909

Oceanic Linguistics
john Lynch, editor

Dedicated to the study of indigenous languages of the 
Oceanic area and parts of Southeast Asia. Available 
online through Project Muse and archived in JSTOR.

volume 53 (2014)
All countries—
Institutions: $120.00 
Individuals: $40.00 
ISSN: 0029–8115
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Ordering & Shipping Books

ORDERS
To order, call toll free 1-888-UHPRESS  
(847-7377), or 1-808-956-8255. Fax toll free 
1-800-650-7811, or 1-808-988-6052. Toll free in 
North America only. Orders also accepted via 
email. Please email your order to uhpbooks@
hawaii.edu.

Orders must be accompanied by check or money 
order, or charged to Master Card or VISA. Please 
order at www.uhpress.hawaii.edu or send your 
order with check, money order,  original purchase 
or der, or VISA/MasterCard information to:

University of Hawai‘i Press 
Order Department
2840 Kolowalu Street
Honolulu, HI 96822-1888 

For Booksellers
All prices and discounts are subject to change 
without notice. Books with an “s” following their 
price are short discount; no “s” indicates trade 
discount.  Payments by check must be in U.S. 
dollars, drawn on a U.S. bank. Institutions and 
libraries must en close a signed original purchase 
order.

Shipping and Handling
Shipping and handling for  individuals—U.S. 
surface: Add $5.00 for the first book, $1.00 for 
each additional. Allow 2–6 weeks for  delivery. 
U.S. air: $7.00 for the first book, $4.00 for each 
additional. Allow 7 days for delivery. Canada 
and Mexico: Add $10.00 for the first book, $7.00 
for each additional. Allow up to 4 weeks for 
delivery. Orders from Canada, add 5% GST. All 
other countries: Add $10.00 for the first book, 
$10.00 for each additional. Allow up to 4 weeks 
for delivery. 

Examination and Desk Copies
For information and instructions, please go to: 
http://uhpress.wordpress.com/policies/ 
examination-and-desk-copies/.

Ordering & Shipping Journals

NB: Rates, quoted for one year, include surface 
shipping. To order any journal,  
or for further inquiries, contact:  

University of Hawai‘i Press
Journals Department
2840 Kolowalu St.
Hono lulu, HI 96822-1888

Phone: toll free 1-888-UHPRESS, 
or 1-808-956-8833.

Fax toll free 1-800-650-7811, 
or 1-808-988-6052. 
Toll free in North America only. 
uhpjourn@hawaii.edu.

Visit our web site at:  
www.uhpress.hawaii.edu/journals/.

For details on Project Muse, visit: muse.jhu.edu/. 

For details on JSTOR, visit: www.jstor.org/.

www.uhpress.hawaii.edu

Digital editions are, or will be, available 
through Amazon Kindle, Apple iBook-
store, and Google Play.

Libraries can find ebook editions of 
our titles through ebrary, EBSCO, 
Project Muse, and JSTOR.

For the latest updates on our digital 
offerings, please visit our website  
www.uhpress.hawaii.edu


